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 DEL MAR THOROUGHBRED CLUB 

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF OPERATING RESULTS 

FOR THE TWELVE-MONTH PERIODS ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2016 and 2015 

 

The Del Mar Thoroughbred Club (“DMTC”) provides the following discussion of our 

financial results through the period ending December 31, 2016.  We include a comparison of our 

prior year results to provide context within the analysis of our operating results as well as the 

factors that contribute not only to DMTC’s revenues, expenses and rent payment, but also to the 

food and beverage (“F&B”) net revenues generated during the summer and fall racing meets. 

The following discussion reflect the results of our 39-day traditional summer race meet as well 

as our third fall race meet, which ran 16 days and opened on November 11 and ran through 

December 4, 2016.  

Since DMTC’s inception, Del Mar consistently has been viewed as a world-class venue for 

Thoroughbred racing. Our operations are considered among the very best in the industry, both in 

terms of our ability to attract the highest quality Thoroughbred racing and the success we have 

achieved in generating a highly diversified revenue stream for Del Mar based on a number of 

innovative programs we have developed. This year, our operations generated combined race 

meet net income to the District and Del Mar Race Track Authority (“RTA”) of $10.1 million. 

From the time when DMTC entered into the current contractual arrangement with the 22nd 

District Agricultural Association (the “District”) in 1990, the total contribution the District and 

RTA have received from racing has grown to $275.1 million. 

Notwithstanding the success of DMTC’s operations, our industry faces challenges. 

Consequently, DMTC’s 2016 business plan continued the focus of aggressively addressing the 

challenges faced by the Thoroughbred racing industry in California and throughout the United 

States. Most notable among the nationwide challenges is the ongoing decline in Thoroughbred 

breeding and ownership. This trend negatively impacts the number and availability of horses, 

field sizes and the number of race days that can be run at any given race meet.  

To address the challenge resulting from a decline in breeding and ownership, a key focus of 

our business plan again this year has been continuing our innovative programs that are designed 

to ensure the health of the racing product at Del Mar. Programs that we developed, such as the 

“Ship and Win” program and the race-ready horse auctions that are held at the facility in 

conjunction with our meets, enable Del Mar to remain as the only racetrack in California to be 

able to offer a five-day race week. In so doing, these programs also enable us to attract field sizes 

(i.e., the number of horses per race) that rank among the highest in the entire nation. Field sizes 

are important indicators because larger field sizes drive a higher betting handle, which, in turn, 
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generates funds for purses and racetrack operating commissions. Our innovative horse 

recruitment programs continue to be instrumental to the success of Del Mar.  

The industry also faces certain challenges in Southern California arising from the closure of 

Hollywood Park at the end of 2013. These challenges continue to impact the racing calendar and 

the availability of critically needed stabling and training facilities, as we have previously 

reported.  

Hollywood Park typically accounted for a total of 76 racing days, or 34% of the total dates 

in Southern California each year. Overcoming the loss of such a significant host venue has been 

addressed by the industry in a number of ways, including expanding Del Mar’s racing calendar 

to include a fall race meet. To put this into perspective, DMTC ran 51 days of racing in 2014, 60 

days in 2015 and we will run 54 days of racing this year.  These numbers compare to only 37 

days of racing at Del Mar in 2011, 2012 and 2013.  

The racing calendar in Southern California also was modified by running eight weeks of 

racing at Los Alamitos in Orange County to help offset the loss of racing dates at Hollywood 

Park. Los Alamitos – a Quarter horse racing venue that agreed to reconstruct its dirt track to 

accommodate Thoroughbred racing and which does not offer turf racing – has a lower quality of 

racing and lower wagering activity during its eight weeks than that seen at Del Mar and Santa 

Anita. This lower wagering activity led to declines in funds available for the industry’s 

operations and, to offset these declines, beginning in 2014 the industry started taking higher 

deductions from Internet or advanced deposit wagering (“ADW”) revenues. These deductions 

represent an increase of 60% taken from ADW wagers since 2013. Since purses are funded from 

ADW revenues, these higher deductions led ADW revenues to drop by $1.9 million over that 

same time period and have resulted in more money having been paid-out in purses than has been 

generated to fund them, a so-called purse overpayment situation.  This year, DMTC and the 

Thoroughbred Owners of California (“TOC”) worked together to decrease Del Mar’s purses by 

10% to address the overpayment situation, but the issue continued to persist.   

Stabling facilities have been another challenge since Hollywood Park closed. Because no 

single racetrack in Southern California is able to house all of the horses that run at a meet, off-

site stabling locations are needed for stabling and training of horses to ensure that they are 

available and able to race. The closure of Hollywood Park – which provided nearly one-half of 

the approximately 3,400 stalls needed annually to accommodate the Southern California racing 

circuit – also significantly impacted the industry’s ability to provide for stabling and training of 

Thoroughbred racehorses.  Addressing the challenge of adequate stabling requires continual 

effort by the industry or else it risks horses leaving to race elsewhere.  

We continue to focus our efforts on meeting these challenges.  Working together with the 

other stakeholders in the industry, DMTC – along with Santa Anita, Los Alamitos and the TOC – 
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recently entered into a three-year agreement that sets the racing calendar by allocating racing 

dates through the end of 2019. This agreement, which is unprecedented in our industry, also 

formalizes the process for the parties to work collaboratively on scheduling stakes races and 

providing incentive bonuses and other programs that will be designed to strengthen the racing 

circuit. Importantly, this industry-wide agreement also provides for the continued funds 

necessary for constructing additional off-site stabling facilities to replace those lost from 

Hollywood Park’s closure.   

Our efforts this year also have been focused on continuing to capitalize on our festive “Del 

Mar, Cool as Ever” brand, which reinforces Del Mar’s image as the place to be in Southern 

California during the summer and fall. As a result of the strength of Del Mar’s brand, our race 

meets are consistently viewed as one of the best sports and entertainment venues in the western 

United States as well as a jewel of the racing industry in this country. To reinforce this view, we 

spend over 65% of our annual marketing budget on marketing and advertising Del Mar as a fun 

place to be, offering an extensive events calendar and providing a strong concert line-up, all with 

the goal of driving attendance and continuing to grow profitable F&B net revenues.  

The 2016 summer race meet was a success based on several important measures. Advance 

sales revenues were up over 4% heading into the meet. Sponsorship revenues and F&B revenues 

set all-time records for Del Mar. Opening Day set records for total revenues, racing revenues and 

F&B revenues. These measures reflect the strength of the Del Mar brand as well as the 

diversification of our revenue sources. The strength of our racing product was reflected in a 

world-class stakes schedule, which included the Grade I, $1 million TVG Pacific Classic and the 

highest single-day of wagering ever recorded at Del Mar.  

Despite these important positive results, the California racing industry is synergistic and we 

are impacted by issues and events that affect the industry as a whole. For example, we were 

impacted by a shortage of horses available to race in our main dirt track races during the first five 

weeks of the summer session.  This shortage was caused by Santa Anita closing its turf course 

and only running races on its main dirt track during the final weeks of its meet, which precedes 

our summer meet. This resulted in a lack of horses available to race on our main dirt track since 

the horses that raced at Santa Anita needed a sufficient period to rest and recover.  We were also 

impacted by an equine illness that affected our horse population, especially the 2-year-olds, 

during the early part of the session. Both of these issues impacted our average field sizes, which 

fell below normal levels during the first five weeks of the meet.  As a result of the lower field 

sizes, wagering activity also was impacted over this same period, especially among our larger, 

more sophisticated players, whose wagering levels are directly related to field size. And we saw 

an unexpected decline in ADW handle last summer, which was caused by a change in late June 

in the manner in which our largest ADW partner processes and funds its customers’ accounts.  

Wagering levels returned to normal over the final three weeks of the meet as the effects of these 

issues subsided. 
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We concluded the summer session with significant momentum in overall wagering, ADW 

wagering and field sizes, among other areas, and this momentum carried through to the fall meet. 

We saw increases in average daily ADW, out-of-state and total average daily wagering. Our 8.5 

horses per race in our fall 2016 race meet represents our highest average field size in the three 

years of fall racing at Del Mar.  

Again, as noted above, this year’s combined return from racing is expected to be $10.1 

million. This total includes $8.8 million for the summer meeting, which is comprised of racing 

net revenues of $1.7 million and F&B net revenues of a record $7.1 million, as well as $1.3 

million from our fall meeting, which includes $800,000 in F&B net revenue and a $400,000 fall 

Direct Payment (i.e., facility payment) as well as an Additional Payment of approximately 

$100,000 which will be finalized after we issue our 2016 audited financial statements. The lower 

2016 racing net revenues reflect a $2.3 million write-off of the purse overpayment in the fourth 

quarter of this year. In 2015, for comparison, Del Mar achieved a combined return from racing of 

$11.83 million, with racing revenues of $3.83 million and race F&B net revenues of $8.0 

million. 

OVERVIEW 

Throughout our history, DMTC has operated with the goal of generating a significant 

combined return from racing and allocating appropriate resources and capital to ensure the 

ongoing success of Thoroughbred racing at Del Mar and throughout California. DMTC is viewed 

as an industry leader in developing new programs, adopting new technologies and creating 

dynamic marketing campaigns designed not only to attract top Thoroughbred racing to Del Mar 

but new fans to racing as well.   

Based on DMTC’s efforts, together with those of the District and RTA, racing at Del Mar 

has benefitted from substantial and ongoing improvements to the facility. Among these 

improvements recently have been the conversion of the main track to dirt and the installation of 

the new, wider turf course, both of which have been major investments in the development of 

Thoroughbred racing here and have contributed to Del Mar being viewed as one of the jewels of 

the horse racing industry in the United States. Indeed, DMTC’s success in securing Del Mar’s 

selection as the host site for the Breeders’ Cup World Championships in November 2017 

evidences the high regard with which the industry views Del Mar and our operations.  

Racing at Del Mar also has benefitted greatly from DMTC’s success in diversifying the 

revenues it derives from sources other than wagering. For example, DMTC generates substantial 

revenues from, among other areas, sponsorships, concert admissions, F&B sales, group sales, 

turf club memberships and sales of luxury suites and boxes. Each of these categories recorded 

substantial growth in 2016, and sponsorship and F&B revenues both recorded all-time records. 

We believe the growth and diversification of our non-wagering revenues reflect the overall 
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strength of the Del Mar brand and racing product as well as our ability to generate a significant 

combined return from racing.  

The 2016 summer meet got off to a very strong start on Opening Day, which had 

attendance of 42,562, a 5.6% increase over the 2015 Opening Day mark. Opening Day 2016 also 

posted total single-day revenues of $3.7 million, with all-time records at Del Mar of $1.91 

million from racing and $1.78 million in F&B revenues.   

Del Mar’s ability to attract world-class horses to race here was underscored by its 2016 

summer stakes races. Among those racing and training at Del Mar last summer were California 

Chrome, Beholder, Dortmund and this year’s Breeders’ Cup Classic champion Arrogate. The 

highlight of our stakes schedule is the Grade I, $1 million TVG Pacific Classic, considered 

among the best races in the industry, and this year’s edition was declared by many to be the best 

race in the country for older horses. Superstar California Chrome treated more than 24,000 fans 

in attendance to an impressive victory over last year’s champion Beholder and stakes star 

Dortmund.  And Pacific Classic Day recorded the highest single-day of betting ever at Del Mar 

with over $25 million wagered.  

Other notable stakes races last summer included California Chrome beating Dortmund in 

the San Diego Handicap; Eclipse winner Stellar Wind surprising Beholder in the Clement L. 

Hirsch Stakes; Lord Nelson nearly besting a 43-year-old track record in the Bing Crosby Stakes; 

and strong victories by Union Strike in the Del Mar Debutante and Klimt in the Grade I Del Mar 

Futurity. It is notable that the Del Mar Futurity has produced the last three consecutive winners 

of the Kentucky Derby, including American Pharoah, who in 2015 became the first Triple Crown 

winner in 38 years.   

Daily average attendance last summer was 13,447, which represents a 7.1% decline from 

2015. The additional race days of the fall meet, which create less impetus for our patrons to feel 

they need to attend as often as they otherwise may have during the summer, along with negative 

publicity arising from injuries to our horses and the lower field sizes during the first half of the 

summer meet, contributed to the decline in average daily attendance compared to the 2015 

summer race meet.  

F&B sales reached $15.8 million last summer, the highest level ever recorded at Del Mar 

and over $200,000 more than the 2015 summer meet even despite the decline in daily attendance 

and one less day of summer racing. We were able to achieve this record level while 

implementing a number of value-based promotions for our horsemen and frequent patrons. F&B 

revenues from special events also reached an all-time record of $1.58 million, aided by an 

additional weekend concert and craft beer event as well as enhanced talent buys made possible, 

in part, by $200,000 in marketing support from the District. Per capita F&B sales were strong 

again last summer and increased 12% over the 2015 summer meet. Our substantial marketing 
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efforts and promotional events, such as concerts and craft beer and food festivals, designed to 

drive and grow F&B sales each year – along with the strength of our high-end group business 

and increased restaurant admissions – helped drive the higher F&B per capita sales in 2016.  

Daily average handle last summer was $11.93 million, which represents a 1.2% decline 

from 2015. As noted above, lower field sizes, our ADW partner’s account funding issues as well 

as the lower on-track attendance levels all impacted wagering. Average daily wagering was off 

nearly 5% through the fifth week of the summer race meet before it strengthened and increased 

4% during the final three weeks of the meet. Average daily out-of-state wagering increased 8.2% 

last summer due in substantial part to activity by large computerized out-of-state players who 

were attracted to the liquidity of Del Mar’s large pari-mutuel pools and quality of our racing 

product. As we anticipated would happen, these sophisticated players have increased their 

wagering levels since the installation of the new dirt racing surface prior to the 2015 summer 

race meet.  

We recorded an average field size of 8.3 during our summer meet. Although this figure is 

down slightly from last year’s 8.8 figure, it still ranks among the highest of all tracks in the 

nation. Indeed, it exceeds that of our chief competitor Saratoga Race Course in upstate New 

York, which recorded a figure of 8.1 this summer. Unlike Del Mar, Saratoga benefits from an 

infusion of casino gaming revenues that it uses to support purses and to lure horses to race there.  

Accordingly, our ability to finish with a higher average field size than Saratoga reflects the 

strength of racing here at Del Mar. For our fall race meet average field size increased 4.7% to 8.5 

horses per race, our highest average field size in the three years of fall racing at Del Mar. 

The 15-day 2016 fall meet similarly enjoyed success based on a number of measures and 

also delivered a high-quality racing product. Indeed, in just three years since we began operating 

it, Del Mar’s fall meet has come to be viewed by many around the industry as the premier 

November race meet in the entire nation. This view of our fall meet is driven primarily by the 

quality of our racing product and the large field sizes we are able to offer, both of which produce 

strong wagering options for horseplayers.  We saw increases in total daily average handle, 

average field size per race and the number of out-of-state horsemen who came to race at Del 

Mar.  When compared to like-days in 2015 (i.e., days in which the 2015 Breeders’ Cup weekend 

simulcast wagering is excluded) average daily handle was $10.18 million, an increase of 11.1% 

over 2015. The meet generated strong growth in out-of-state average daily wagering, which was 

up 16.3% and driven by large, computerized players excited about the racing product and 

wagering opportunities presented here. ADW grew 7.8% for California residents and 6.0% for 

out-of-state residents and reflected the anticipated continued improvement in ADW wagering 

that carried through from the end of the summer meet. California off-track (“ITW”) wagering 

grew 10.3%, primarily due to new mini-satellite facilities coming online this year as well as 

interest in wagering brought about by our large field sizes.  On-track wagering was down 2.9% 
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compared to 2015 and average daily attendance was down 5.9%, due to being impacted by rainy 

weather on both the Saturday and Sunday of Thanksgiving weekend.   

As discussed above, the field sizes of our summer race meet were impacted during the first 

half of our meet as a result of the closure of Santa Anita’s turf course toward the end of its meet 

and an illness that affected horses in our stable area, especially 2-year-olds.  Our average field 

size dropped to 8.1 by the mid-point of our meet as a result of these issues, but improved 

significantly beginning around the time of the Pacific Classic and through the end of the session.  

For example, our average field size during the period from the Pacific Classic on August 20 until 

the end of the meet on September 5 was 8.7, and over the final week of the meet from August 31 

to September 5 was 9.4.  

The large field sizes we attract enable us to continue our summer race meet as the only 

five-day racing week in all of California. This is important not only for Del Mar’s place as a 

world-class venue for Thoroughbred racing, but also for generating revenues for the District.  As 

a result, we maintain ongoing efforts to combat the challenges associated with the declining 

trend of Thoroughbred ownership and breeding that has impacted our industry for several years. 

Among our efforts is the “Ship and Win” program that DMTC developed in 2011.  The program 

creates an incentive for owners of out-of-state horses to bring their horses into California and 

race at Del Mar, including an additional bonus payment in purse money in their initial start.  The 

program has been very successful at Del Mar since its inception.  It was offered in both the 

summer and fall in 2016 and attracted 151 out-of-state horses that made 205 starts at Del Mar. 

Twenty one of the 151 horses that qualified for the program won their first starts at Del Mar and 

Ship and Win eligible horses captured the following stakes races this year: Monster Bea 

(Oceanside); Free Rose (La Jolla and Del Mar Derby); Vale Dori (Tranquility Lake); Harmonize 

(Del Mar Oaks); Bowies Hero (Del Mar Juvenile Turf); Nuovo Record (Red Carpet); Journey 

Home (Jimmy Durante) and Annals of Time (Hollywood Derby). Trainer Chris Hartman 

produced the most Ship and Win starters with 21 of his horses qualifying for the program.  He 

was followed by Phil D’Amato with 14 eligible starters and Peter Miller with 12. It also bears 

mention that during the fall 2016 meet, we saw a number of horses shipped in from the east coast 

and two east coast-based trainers produced the most Ship and Win starters during the fall with 

Graham Motion starting five eligible horses and Chris Brown with four eligible starters. We 

were informed by a number of trainers that they chose to race their horses here to get used to Del 

Mar in advance of the 2017 Breeders’ Cup World Championships. Because we are hosting the 

2017 Breeders’ Cup the first week of our fall race meet, we anticipate that we will attract 

additional high-end horses and out-of-state stables to race at our 2017 summer meet.  

The Ship and Win program along with our other horse recruitment efforts not only helped 

Del Mar’s average field size levels at our summer and fall meets, but they also contributed to 

increased field sizes at the other tracks in California.  For example, following our two race meets 
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this year, 173 horses from our Ship and Win program made starts at the fall racing meets at Los 

Alamitos and Santa Anita.   

In addition to the Ship and Win program, with the goal of introducing new owners to the 

sport of racing and new horses to racing at Del Mar, we continued our partnership with Barretts 

Sales and Racing this year. In addition to conducting our fifth annual race-ready horse “Paddock 

Sale” sale in July, Barretts conducted six Thoroughbred sales at Del Mar, with DMTC providing 

marketing assistance. Barretts moved its operations to Del Mar in 2015 and our combined efforts 

have resulted in Del Mar becoming the largest venue for Thoroughbred horse sales west of the 

state of Kentucky.     

As noted above, the combined contribution from racing for 2016 is expected to be $10.1 

million, $1.0 million paid to the RTA and $9.1 million to the District. The amount includes a 

projected final payment to the RTA of $100,000. The exact final payment will be determined and 

paid in late April 2017 after the final 2016 audited financial statements are issued. The District’s 

share of the contribution from racing of $9.1 million consists of $1.25 million in Direct 

Payments and F&B net revenues of $7.85 million. This $9.1 million contribution will increase 

the total share of revenues generated for the District by racing over the past three years (i.e., 

since the closure of Hollywood Park) to over $27.6 million. While Hollywood Park’s closure at 

the end of 2013 presented challenges for Southern California racing, revenues generated for the 

District remain strong.  Indeed, for comparison, the District’s share of racing revenues for the 

three years prior to Hollywood Park’s closure totaled $23.3 million.   

GOALS 

DMTC’s corporate goals are designed to build on a history of success while continually 

reshaping and adapting operations to meet the challenges facing local entertainment venues and 

the Thoroughbred racing industry. The key 2016 goals stated in our annual budget, and the 

progress made regarding them, are as follows: 

Goal #1:  Maintaining strong on-track business through aggressive marketing directed at 

experienced high per-capita racing patrons and a younger growth-oriented demographic. 

The Traditional Summer Meeting 

The 2016 summer meeting started off very strongly, with more than 42,000 patrons 

celebrating Opening Day and helping to set Opening Day records for total revenues, racing 

revenues and F&B revenues. For the season, F&B revenues and sponsorship revenues set all-

time records and Pacific Classic Day set a record for the highest one-day total wagering level 

ever recorded at Del Mar. Total attendance for the meet was 524,439, with average daily on-

track attendance down 7.1%.  
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As noted above, based on our research studies as well as anecdotal evidence, it appears that 

summertime attendance has been affected by the additional race days added through our fall 

meet, which has impacted our patrons’ sense of needing to attend the races as often during the 

summer as they had in the past, as well as negative media coverage arising from catastrophic 

injuries to our horses this summer, especially during the beginning of the meet. The safety and 

welfare of our horses and jockeys remain a top priority for us. We continue to work with industry 

stakeholders on multiple fronts to enhance and ensure safety for all horses competing and 

training at Del Mar, and throughout California as well as communicating with the public about 

the substantial measures designed to promote their safety and well-being.   

In addition to communicating with our regular customers via database marketing 

techniques, we will continue to emphasize the Del Mar brand and “Cool As Ever” in order to 

attract both occasional attendees and newcomers to the races.  This strategy has produced record 

F&B numbers over the years as it positions Del Mar as a high-end entertainment option – “the 

place to be” in San Diego.  As always, increased emphasis will be put on getting fans out for 

specific events on specific days.  We believe this emphasis on events will increase both the 

attendance and the F&B revenues on those days. 

• For the 2016 Summer Season DMTC continued its efforts to brand Del Mar as a high-end 

entertainment option – “the place to be” in San Diego county.  While event-based or 

“retail” advertising techniques were used to sell specific weekly events throughout the 

season, the alluring Del Mar brand was the dominant advertising message.  The slogan 

“Del Mar, Cool As Ever,” which celebrates Del Mar’s long and colorful history, 

continued as the focal point for all television, radio, online, outdoor and print media.   

• Social media continued to play a major in Del Mar’s media mix.  Del Mar had a 

significant presence on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Instagram.  The goals of the 

social media programs for 2016 were once again to create awareness, to increase brand 

loyalty and ultimately to contribute to on-track attendance.  The emphasis this year was 

not only on growing the size of our community, but also the quality of interactions among 

social media users.  Statistics related to our social media efforts include over 80,000 

Facebook fans, 25,000 Twitter followers, in excess of 52,000 Instagram “likes” and over 

12-million page views on our websites.  These figures were all up significantly from the 

previous year. 

• DMTC continued to make strides in the mobile area.  In the summer of 2016 alone, over 

18,000 fans downloaded the Del Mar app.  Additional features recently have been added 

including a digital Diamond Club card interface that allows patrons to sign up for 

membership before arriving to the track.  The process reduces the number of cards 

printed, the length of lines to sign up at the gate and the number of paper forms having 

data that must be entered while simultaneously increasing the reliability of data we 
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receive in the process.  As we move forward, our mobile goals will focus on improving: 

1) Wi-Fi signal strength throughout the facility; 2) our wagering interface for ease of 

usage; and 3) education of our employees so they can empower our fans to utilize the full 

capabilities. 

• The Diamond Club, Del Mar’s fan loyalty club, which was launched in 2006 in 

conjunction with Surfside Race Place, again showed substantial growth during the 2016 

season.  The number of Diamond Club members topped the 264,000 mark.  The Diamond 

Club gives members half-priced admission each time they attend the races at Del Mar or 

at Surfside Race Place and allows DMTC to track the visitation patterns of members.  

Scanning of Diamond Club cards at the admission gates remained strong during the 2016 

season.  More than 42,600 members scanned their cards at the gate during the summer 

race meet. Much of the scanning was fueled by “Free & Easy Wednesdays,” which 

offered Diamond Club members free admission, a free program and a free seat, as well as 

half-priced hot dogs, sodas and draft beers.  As membership in the Diamond Club 

continues to grow and represent a larger percentage of DMTC’s patron base, it allows 

DMTC to segment and tailor promotions directly to members.  We will continue to add 

layers of input in the customer database such as wagering information, F&B spending, 

horse-ownership data and seat preference.    

• Our public relations efforts continued to support the primary objective of positioning Del 

Mar as a must-see Southern California entertainment and sporting destination.  The 2016 

Del Mar summer season had some highly visible coverage.  Television shows Keeping 

Up With the Kardashians, Extra! TV with Mario Lopez and the Netflix hit Chelsea all 

filmed episodes at Del Mar this summer and provided solid publicity on national and 

international level.  We captured a total of 408 print editorial placements and coordinated 

155 TV segments.  A total of 288 media were credentialed on Opening Day alone.   

• The DMTC.com website is the home for everything from horsemen dashboards with stall 

applications and condition books to live racing odds and wagering calculators. The 

DMTC.com website continues to be popular with on-track patrons, with over 61% of all 

ticket purchases having been made online in 2016. Additionally, a lottery-type drawing 

for highly coveted table reservations for Opening Day is conducted exclusively online in 

advance of the regular opening of ticket sales and consistently sells out.  Del Mar is a 

popular destination on the electronic superhighway as our website had over 16.8 million 

page requests during the season.  

• An important element of Del Mar’s fan development and revenue generation strategy is 

an aggressive Group Sales effort.  Post-visit surveys indicate a significant number of 

regular patrons first come to Del Mar as a Group Sales customer.  The Del Mar 

grandstand includes sky rooms, private boxes, restaurants and expanded seating areas that 
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are available to groups on a daily basis.  Over 56,000 people attended Del Mar this 

season through Group Sales.  This figure represents 11% of the total attendance at the 

track. 

• Camp Del Mar completed its 21st year of operation and provided service to over 1,300 

young campers.  The on-site program for kids aged five to 12 provides an affordable, 

activity-based day camp to children of patrons, horsemen and employees of DMTC and 

Premier Foods.  DMTC considers this quality on-site youth camp to be a key ingredient 

in its service to horsemen and staff, and in developing new family-oriented patrons. 

• Del Mar’s promotional events are reviewed annually for cost effectiveness and 

efficiency, with full consideration for opportunities to maximize F&B revenues.  

Whenever possible, events are co-promoted or sponsored with outside entities. The 2016 

events calendar was a mix of new, repeat and redesigned promotional events.  Highlights 

included: 

- Opening Day at Del Mar, which has grown to be one of the largest summer events 

in San Diego and one of the biggest days on the national racing calendar, was 

supported with significant publicity and media.  The “Cool As Ever” advertising 

campaign works very well with the festive atmosphere generated on Opening 

Day.  The festivities once again included the popular “Opening Day Hats 

Contest.”  Attendance on Opening Day totaled 42,562.  The festive crowd 

generated F&B sales of over $1.78 million – the largest single-day amount in 

track history;   

- The Del Mar BBQ State Championship made its debut this summer.  With over 

70 of the top BBQ chefs in the world coming from as far away as Kansas City to 

compete for $10,000 in prize money, the event produced some of the best ribs, 

chicken, brisket and steak San Diego has ever seen.  Fans were able to purchase 

samples of the award-winning food while they enjoyed world class racing;  

- “Free & Easy Wednesdays” – For the eighth consecutive year, on each 

Wednesday of the season all fans with Diamond Club cards received free stretch 

run admission, a free program and a free reserved seat in addition to half-priced 

draft beers, sodas and hot dogs.  Over the years, the promotion has contributed to 

both attendance and F&B increases; 

- Family Fun Day – The event once again featured free children’s activities 

including interactive games and rides, face painting and pony rides.  In addition, 

kids 12-years-old and under received a Webkinz toy horse. Also, a limited version 

of Family Fun Day was held each Saturday and Sunday during the race meet in 
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the infield.  The promotions were designed to appeal to families and attract value-

oriented patrons to family-friendly Del Mar; 

- On two occasions each summer, Del Mar hosts “Donuts Days” during morning 

workouts.  Yum Yum Donuts provides free donuts for patrons while Del Mar’s 

track announcer Trevor Denman welcomes various racing guests to his Q&A 

session.  Total attendance for the two days was over 2,700; 

- The 16th annual Bar, Restaurant and Hotel Employee Appreciation Day was 

hosted by DMTC the second Wednesday of the 2016 race meet.  This event, 

underwritten by Coors Brewing Company and Brown Forman Beverages, offers 

Del Mar an excellent opportunity to generate positive word-of-mouth publicity 

among local bar, restaurant and hotel employees.  The guests enjoyed an exciting 

day at the races and free food, live music, prizes and drink specials.  Attendance 

at the event totaled 2,357; 

- This year we combined two events – the Del Mar Craft Beer Festival and the Del 

Mar Food Truck Festival – to create an eating and drinking extravaganza.  The 

event featured a wide array of specialty beers from over 100 breweries as well as 

an extensive range of eccentric cuisines from 40 local food trucks.  It was 

advertised aggressively via television, radio, print, social media and direct mail.  

Total attendance for the event was 21,336, and generated F&B sales totaling 

nearly $103,000; 

- The annual Reggae Festival takes advantage of the fact that San Diego is home to 

huge numbers of reggae fans who flock to the track annually for the Del Mar 

festival.  This year, Ziggy Marley once again headlined the event, which attracted 

a crowd of 25,502 to the races.  F&B sales are always strong for the reggae 

festival and this year was no exception with those revenues totaling over 

$162,000 for festival-goers; 

- In addition to the Reggae Festival, three additional concerts were held on 

Saturdays: Chromeo, 311 & Matisyahu and Brian Setzer’s Rockabilly Riot.  Each 

show was paired with a food-related event during the races – Tacotopia, Chili 

Cook-off and Spirits & Sliders.  F&B sales for these three events totaled 

$387,000; 

- Del Mar’s “Four O’Clock Fridays” concert promotion, which features top-name 

bands performing on the Seaside Stage after the races, offers a popular weekend 

kick-off event.  The concerts have been noteworthy in attracting the desirable 18- 

to 34-year-old demographic.  Bands this year included Chris Young, Fitz and the 

Tantrums, Thievery Corporation and The Cold War Kids.  F&B revenue for the 
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concerts totaled over $572,000.  Although this promotion primarily aims to attract 

new fans, it also has proven to significantly benefit Friday on-track wagering.  In 

fact, the last two races on Fridays in 2016 handled more money on-track than any 

other races during the week with the exception of Saturdays;  

- The Del Mar Sandal Giveaway was designed to drive on-track attendance.  The 

day was promoted via television, radio, online, print and direct mail and attracted 

a crowd of 16,851.  

The Fall Meeting 

• Although the branding of the fall meet differs somewhat from the summer meet – with 

emphasis on Bing Crosby and old Hollywood – we use the same marketing principles to 

support a two-part marketing strategy, which includes: (1) providing value to our 

customers; and (2) attracting new and occasional customers by promoting the “Bing 

Crosby Season” brand and diversifying our entertainment offerings.  

 

• During the Bing Crosby Season we rely heavily on database marketing tactics just as we 

do in the summertime, with the focus of these tactics on our player loyalty program, the 

Diamond Club.  

 

• During the Bing Crosby Season we also offer some of the events and concepts that have 

proven to be popular during the summertime in drawing attendance and driving 

additional F&B revenues.  These include such things as: after-the-races concerts featuring 

a Reggae Fest on November 19 and the popular entertainer Ben Harper on opening 

weekend; handicapping seminars and contests; “Free & Easy Sundays” with free 

admission and half-priced beer and hotdogs (similar to the summer “Free & Easy 

Wednesdays”); giveaways such as a fleece blanket; a craft beer & food truck festival; and 

early Saturday morning breakfast and workout viewing hosted by former ride Jeff Bloom. 

 

• Events that are unique to the Bing Crosby Season include:   

 

- The Vintage Hollywood Fashion Contest – On Opening Day of the fall meet we 

offered contestants the opportunity to compete for more than $3,000 in prizes.  

This year, Opening Day fell on Veterans Day, so the contest took on a red, white 

and blue theme.  It also served as an appropriate way to kick off the Bing Crosby 

Season;  

 

- Veterans Day Salute – The Veterans Day Salute included various patriotic elements 

such as a military band and veteran parachuters. Also, DMTC partnered with The 
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American Legion to host a special Veterans Day BBQ event and concert with 

proceeds going to local military charities; 

 

- Bing+Bubbles+Brunch – Every Sunday fans were able to experience a uniquely 

prepared menu by celebrity chef Brian Malarkey in the Turf Club.  The $100 

ticket included admission and a table in the Turf Club for the day, choice of 

appetizer, entrée and dessert along with bottomless mimosas or champagne. The 

promotion not only attracted fans to the fall race meet, but also promoted the Turf 

Club to a new market; 

 

- Paddock Football Lounges – In an effort to offset the impact of the NFL on on-

track attendance, professional football games were broadcast in The Paddock 

Tavern, 17 Hands Pub and the Stretch Run 2nd Floor Ballast Point bar area. $11 

F&B specials were featured in each area;  

 

- Seniors Free Thursdays – Race patrons age 62 and over received free Stretch Run 

admission, free program and a free seat each Thursday. An average of 700 seniors 

attended this weekday promotion; 

 

- College Day Tailgate Party – In an effort to reach a younger demographic, the 

third annual College Day was held on Saturday, November 19. Students with 

college ID enjoyed free admission and enjoyed DJs, televised college football and 

a number of other interactive events during the races. After the races, the Reggae 

band Iration entertained the concert goers;   

 

- Thanksgiving Family Fun Run – Again this year, at 8:00 a.m. on Thanksgiving 

Day, we offered a Fun Run. Participants began the run at the track’s actual 

starting gate, made a one-mile lap around the racetrack and finished in front of the 

winner’s circle where they got their picture taken.  Participants also received free 

commemorative T-shirt.  Proceeds from the event supported the Helen Woodward 

Animal Center, which conducted a unique “Puppy Races Rescue Run” in 

conjunction with a pet adoption event. Special post-run activities included:  prizes 

for kids; face painting, Rad Hatter, entertainers, holiday crafts and more.  The 

Thanksgiving Day festivities continued with a special 11:00 a.m. first post that 

allowed race goers to enjoy a late afternoon Thanksgiving dinner; 

 

- YELP event – On Sunday, November 13 we invited a targeted group of elite 

YELP users to a day on us at the racetrack.  Invitees were treated to free 

admission and a welcome package that included various Del Mar souvenirs.  Over 
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200 YELP users attended and spread the word via social media about what a great 

time they had.  

Goal #2:  The continued improvement of DMTC’s top-flight racing product, designed to make 

Del Mar a desirable stop on the racing circuit as well as an enjoyable and profitable experience 

for horse owners and trainers. 

• Del Mar’s purse distributions, while impacted recently by the closure of Hollywood Park 

and the events discussed above, totaled $23.9 million and our summer race meet average 

daily purse and breeders’ distributions of $597,000 were again the highest in California 

and among the very highest in the nation in 2016. The fall race meet awarded average 

daily purses and breeders’ distributions of $484,000 per day, among the nation’s highest 

fall purses and these distributions were consistent with the average daily purses paid at 

Santa Anita in 2016; 

• DMTC continued to aggressively recruit owners and horses from outside California to 

participate at Del Mar. As noted above, DMTC’s highly successful Ship and Win 

program, which we developed and introduced in 2011, rewards owners of out-of-state 

horses that ship into California and race at Del Mar. The program pays horse owners a 

$1,000 shipping fee for horses from outside of California that start in a race during either 

the summer or fall meet. Additionally, again this year those out-of-state horses earned a 

purse bonus of 30% on top of their regular purse earnings on their first Del Mar start. 

DMTC continued its partnership with Barretts Sales and Racing, which moved its 

operations to Del Mar in 2015.  The expansion of our partnership with Barretts has 

resulted in Del Mar becoming the largest venue for Thoroughbred horse sales west of the 

state of Kentucky.  In addition to conducting our fifth annual race-ready horse “Paddock 

Sale” sale in July, Barretts conducted six Thoroughbred sales at Del Mar with DMTC 

providing marketing assistance in an effort to introduce new owners to the sport of 

racing. This program also is designed to introduce new owners to racing at Del Mar. As 

in past years, both programs achieved their goal. The incentives provided by the Ship and 

Win program (enhanced by our attractive purses and the thrill of racing in front of the 

largest crowds in California) drew 151 out-of-state horses that entered 205 races at Del 

Mar during the summer. As noted above, our field size during the summer race meet was 

impacted by a shortage of horses available to race on our main dirt track during the first-

half of our race meet due to Santa Anita’s closure of their turf course and due to the 

equine illness during the early part of our meet. These factors resulted in a decline in our 

field size during the first five weeks of our meet to 8.1 horses compared to 8.7 horses 

during the same period of our previous summer race meet. However, as the inventory of 

horses that race on the dirt track rested and recovered and the effect of the equine illness 

passed, our field size improved to 8.7 horses the final three weeks of the race meet and 

was an impressive 9.4 horses the final week of the session. Del Mar’s average field size 
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for the entire meet was 8.3 horses per race. These figures enabled us again this year to 

operate the only five-day race meet in the state.  Our average-field-size figure is among 

the best in the nation.  By comparison, this summer’s popular Saratoga race meet in 

upstate New York had an average field size of 8.1. The average field size for the fall race 

meet increased 4.7% to 8.5 horses per race, the highest average field size since we started 

fall racing in 2014;        

• DMTC’s horsemen’s relations program continues to be recognized by horse owners, 

trainers and their employees as one of the finest in racing.  The program features weekly 

owner, trainer, jockey and equine achievement awards and gifts, which are sponsored by 

local restaurants and merchants. A fully equipped Horsemen’s Lounge, complete with 

computers, faxes, copiers and Internet access, is staffed to provide assistance with 

lodging, restaurant and golf reservations, as well as race-day seating, all of which 

contribute to Del Mar being considered the most enjoyable and entertaining destination 

on the nation’s racing circuit for horsemen. Del Mar’s unique post-race festivities are a 

much-appreciated celebration for horse owners that win races at the track. Winning horse 

owners are presented a bouquet of roses and a signature bottle of Maker’s Mark 

Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whisky in the winner’s circle in front of Del Mar’s large 

crowds. Winning connections then are escorted to the enclosed Winners’ Bar overlooking 

the picturesque paddock where they are further feted with a complimentary bottle of 

high-class champagne, the sight of their horse's winning race playing repeatedly on video 

monitors and the opportunity to keep alive the delightful buzz of winning a race at Del 

Mar;   

• Del Mar’s festive race meets, robust purse schedule and commitment to servicing the 

needs of horsemen draws many of America’s top jockeys, trainers and horses to the 

seaside track. Among the stars that raced and trained here last summer were California 

Chrome, Beholder, Dortmund and this year’s Breeders’ Cup Classic champion Arrogate. 

The highlight of our stakes schedule is the Grade I, $1 million TVG Pacific Classic, 

considered annually to be among the best races in the country for older horses. The 2016 

edition – in which two-time Horse of the Year California Chrome posted an impressive 

victory over the 2015 champion Beholder and the stakes ace Dormond - was declared by 

many to be the best race in America for the year, a belief that was backed further by the 

UK-based International Federation of Horseracing Authorities in its annual ratings of the 

world’s best races, which placed the Pacific Classic as the year’s second-best race 

worldwide. The strength of our racing program was further evidenced by the successes 

achieved at the recent Breeders’ Cup World Thoroughbred Championship races by those 

with direct connections to Del Mar. Thirty-three horses that competed last summer at Del 

Mar ran in the 13 Breeders’ Cup races, which offered $28 million in purses at Santa 

Anita Park on November 4 and 5. These Del Mar horses fared very well at the highest of 
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levels winning four of those races and placing second or third in several others. Three-

year-old Arrogate captured the $6-million Classic against the best older horses, champion 

mare Beholder won a thrilling $2-million Distaff, rising star Champagne Room upset the 

$2-million Juvenile Fillies and Finest City was best in the $1-million Filly/Mare Sprint. 

All these horses along with California Chrome won Eclipse Awards as 2016 champions 

at end-of-the-year voting. A number of Del Mar-based jockeys and trainers performed in 

winning fashion at the Breeders’ Cup as well, led by Hall of Fame riders Mike Smith and 

Gary Stevens. Smith won three races, including the Classic, and Stevens captured the 

Distaff after a for-the-ages stretch run where he got Beholder home by a nose over the 

unbeaten star Songbird. A pair of local Hall of Fame trainers shone bright with Bob 

Baffert winning two races, including the big one with Arrogate, and Richard Mandella 

clicking with Beholder. Three other Del Mar conditioners – Phil D’Amato, Peter Eurton 

and Ian Kruljac – all registered their initial Breeders’ Cup tallies. Other recent champions 

such as American Pharoah, Nyquist, California Chrome and Zenyatta have raced at Del 

Mar luring thousands of racing fans through the gates to see the best of the best in action. 

Over the past seven years, no fewer than 26 Eclipse Awards have been captured by Del 

Mar horses; 

    • Del Mar’s stakes program is anchored by seven Grade I races including its premier test, 

the Grade I, $1 million TVG Pacific Classic, one of only two $1 million races west of the 

Mississippi and considered one of the nation’s top Thoroughbred contests. However, 

while Del Mar’s racing program attracts world-class jockeys, trainers and horses, the 

continuing condition of the stable area and crowded training facilities often draws 

criticism as sub-par relative to industry standards.  Del Mar’s ability to offer a healthy 

live-racing program, including both a competitive purse structure and strong stakes 

schedule, as well as hosting world-class racing events like the Breeders’ Cup is 

contingent upon its ability to offer first-rate facilities. It is important that we work with 

the District to preserve and protect both racing surfaces while interim events are held at 

the facility.  Also a key component of DMTC’s current operating plan and future goals is 

the allocation of sufficient capital resources to address the stable area and racing and 

training surfaces.  These have included:  

- The RTA provided funding for the installation of a new dirt main track prior to 

the 2015 summer race meet which replaced the Polytrack synthetic racing surface. 

The dirt main track has been readily accepted by core wagering customers as 

evidenced by the growth in California off-track handle and the acceptance by 

large computerized Internet players.  It is noteworthy that the new dirt track 

performed extremely well and was safe on Opening weekend of our 2015 summer 

race meet when Del Mar experienced its first off-track since its opening in 1937 

as the result of heavy rainstorms; 
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- The RTA also provided funding for the complete rebuilding of the subsurface of 

the turf course and the building and installation of a new widened turf course prior 

to the 2014 summer race meet. The wider turf course creates additional running 

lanes, thereby allowing for longer periods of turf recovery and a safer racing 

surface.  Unseasonable rain during the 2015 summer meet put the drainage 

capabilities of the new turf course to the test, and the surface responded with very 

favorable results with racing returning the next day.  Similar rain on the previous 

turf course would have resulted in a surface unfit for competition and grass racing 

would have been suspended for several days;  

The installation of both the new dirt and turf racing surfaces were instrumental in 

Del Mar being selected as the host site for the 2017 Breeders’ Cup World 

Championships, an event that will generate additional revenues for the District as 

well as additional F&B net revenues; 

- Together with the District, DMTC has been addressing its various site issues with 

a comprehensive on-going maintenance and renovation program on its racing 

surfaces, permanent living quarters, restrooms and barns.  DMTC’s combined 

race meet rent and net F&B payments have supported significant RTA capital 

projects essential for the District and DMTC’s racing operations. The recently 

completed 2015 RTA bond financing provides additional funding for several 

facility upgrades and renovation to the grandstand, which was originally 

constructed in 1993. These projects include the installation of new Grandstand 

and Paddock High-Definition Video Boards, Box Seat and Luxury Suite 

renovations, Celebrity Suite expansion as well as winterization, upgrades to water 

treatment facilities and enhancements to the stable area.  DMTC also provides 

funding for necessary improvements to stairways and balconies and 

enhancements to the on-site living quarters and restrooms. While the recent 

efforts yielded positive results, the continued investment of capital and resources 

in the stable area and racetrack improvements is critical and needs to be continued 

to protect the largest source of pledged revenues, wagering revenues generated 

from Del Mar’s live-race program.   

Goal #3:  The expansion of simulcast markets and the development of non-wagering revenues to 

provide growth in revenues and purses and to broaden Del Mar’s geographic revenue base to 

mitigate the impact of any local and regional economic downturns and events.  

• DMTC’s expertise and reputation in racetrack management resulted in agreements for a 

wide range of management services that include simulcast administration, race-meet 

accounting and collections, horsemen paymaster services, risk management and cash 

management services. In addition to delivering valuable services for its customers, these 
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agreements also provide DMTC with an important source of year-round revenue and 

enhance Del Mar’s position and influence within the California racing industry.  These 

agreements generated over $540,000 in 2016 and, since the first agreement that started in 

1997, have generated over $6.54 million of revenue that has increased the annual rent 

payments to the District; 

• The simulcasting of Del Mar’s live product generates significant non-California wagering 

revenues and purses as Del Mar races were sent to over 1,100 locations throughout North, 

Central and South America, the Caribbean, Europe, Australia and South Africa. Del 

Mar’s daily simulcast broadcast is a previous winner of the National Broadcast Simulcast 

Award presented by the Thoroughbred Racing Associations. Out-of-state simulcast 

handle totaled $305.2 million in 2016 and accounted for 49.0% of total wagers, while 

non-California wagering generated $18.7 million of track revenues and purses. The Del 

Mar simulcast signal is in direct competition with other major signals in most simulcast 

facilities. Competing signals often offer races with large competitive fields which rival 

the Del Mar race product at simulcast facilities on the Del Mar signal.  It is therefore 

critical that Del Mar maintain the quality and quantity of its racing product to retain 

market share in this competitive marketplace;   

• Advance deposit wagering platforms have generated significant growth in California off-

track and out-of-state commissions and purses since their introduction in 2002. ADW 

wagering continues to be DMTC’s strongest segment of wagering growth. ADW 

wagering totaled $171.8 million in 2016 and it now accounts for nearly 28% of all 

wagers. In addition, ADW is DMTC's second highest yielding wager, second only to on-

track wagers. Del Mar’s ADW providers offer patrons unique web-based and mobile 

wagering platforms that include extensive streaming video coverage, valuable 

handicapping tools and real-time wagering information.  DMTC has premium 

distribution with all ADW internet providers, including the three largest platforms - TVG, 

XpressBet and TwinSpires. TVG, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the leading international 

Internet gaming entity, Betfair, is DMTC’s largest ADW partner and TVG wagers 

accounted for over 52% of Del Mar’s ADW handle in 2016.  In addition to providing a 

state-of-the art Internet wagering platform, TVG also operates a horse racing television 

network and Del Mar’s signal – displayed in high definition – constitutes premium 

content for TVG. TVG acquired its only television broadcast competitor, HRTV, in 

February 2015. Both networks – TVG, available in 44 million U. S. homes, and HRTV, 

rebranded TVG2, and available in 15 million homes – coordinate their scheduling, which 

results in the more dissemination of horse racing across the country. Del Mar’s signal 

continues to be featured live on TVG; however, the coordinated scheduling effectively 

eliminated tape delays of minor signals shown to the networks. In addition, TVG, under 

DMTC’s direction, provides production of Del Mar's broadcast signal to on-track, 
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California and out-of-state simulcast locations, thus providing on-track and simulcast 

customers with a more expansive high-definition television production of Del Mar's races 

at a cost savings to DMTC.  Horsemen’s organizations have, over the past several years, 

redirected purse funds, lowering large dollar stakes races in order to increase purses for 

non-stakes overnight races.  DMTC’s value to and relationship with TVG has resulted in 

TVG being the presenting sponsor of the $1 Million TVG Pacific Classic, one of the 

summer’s premier race for older horses in North America; 

•      DMTC continued its industry-leading tradition of creating corporate partnerships that 

contribute significant non-wagering revenues, offer cross-promotion, purse supplements, 

supporting media and amenities that enhance the on-track experience.  Sponsorship 

revenues were a record $2.26 million in 2016, 13% higher than the previous record set in 

2015. Those revenues exceeded budget by $170,000, as several existing multi-year 

sponsorship agreements were renewed with double-digit increases.  In addition, 2016 

results were positively impacted from revenue through new partnerships in the solar, 

mobile phone and grocery categories.  We continue to work with the District on year-

round facility sponsorships that benefit both DMTC and the District.  These partnerships 

include agreements in the automobile, beer, spirit and soft drink categories.  A prime 

example of this cooperation is our corporate partner Toyota, which has provided over $2 

million in sponsorship revenue to the Del Mar facility since 2013. While corporate 

sponsorships are often subject to turnover, DMTC has been successful at building 

longstanding relationships with blue chip brand names such as Toyota, Pepsi, Jack In The 

Box and Markers Mark to name a few.  In addition to revenue which directly increases 

DMTC’s rent payment, DMTC’s corporate partners provide valuable media and 

promotion highlighting their involvement with DMTC. Examples include Coors Light 

featuring Del Mar on its outdoor billboards and radio advertising campaigns; Toyota 

prominently featuring DMTC as part of its social media (Twitter and Facebook) 

programs, and Don Julio Tequila creating end-aisle displays at supermarkets promoting 

Del Mar’s season.  DMTC’s partnerships with spirit companies Diageo (maker of Ketel 

One, Don Julio and Captain Morgan’s) and Jim Beam (producer of Maker’s Mark and 

Sauza Tequila) led to F&B sales of “signature drinks” totaling a record $2.5 million.  

Additionally, on the strength of Del Mar’s racing brand, DMTC maintained title 

sponsorship of its signature event, the $1 Million TVG Pacific Classic, with race sponsor 

TVG providing over $350,000 in sponsorship payments.  DMTC’s sponsorship goals 

continue to include renewing existing partnership agreements, developing new 

sponsorship sales and monetizing technological/social media platforms such as DMTC’s 

websites, Twitter, Facebook and Instagram; and 

• DMTC recognizes the significant contribution that F&B revenues associated with the 

race meets provides to the District. Accordingly, DMTC selects and schedules 
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promotional events that are designed to maximize F&B revenues.  As noted above, we 

spend approximately two-thirds of our annual marketing budget on promotions and 

events that drive F&B revenues.  DMTC works closely with the District’s F&B 

concessionaire Premier Foods in order to ensure that the operational footprint of 

promotions is designed to maximize F&B revenues.  Additionally, DMTC and Premier 

work together to develop value based F&B offerings designed to increase the frequency 

of attendance and also recognize horse owners that race at Del Mar. An example of such 

programs is the new $20 for $30 Discount Program available to our licensed horse 

owners, trainers and our Diamond Club members after their third visit.            

Goal #4:  The on-going evaluation of our operating systems focuses on developing and 

implementing technologies and processes that will result in operational efficiencies, cost savings, 

improved product delivery capabilities and enhanced customer service. They include: 

• DMTC became the first racetrack in the nation to offer a mobile wagering software 

application, (“app”), to on-track patrons with the launch of Del Mar Mobile in 2011.  It 

was the first wagering app approved for distribution through the iTunes store. DMTC 

continued to extend the digital offerings of the app by adding a digital Diamond Club 

card in 2014 that allows patrons to sign up for Diamond Club membership before arriving 

at the track. The digital card reduces the number of hard cards printed, shortens the lines 

to sign up at the gate and eliminates the paper forms that must be data entered while 

simultaneously increasing the reliability of data received in the process. Through the end 

of current year, 18,453 patrons had signed for the digital Diamond Club card with 12,552 

of those occurring in 2016. The mobile app continued to grow in popularity with our 

digital customers with 90,280 installs of the app and 719 patrons signing-up for mobile 

wagering during the two race meets. Total active account wagering users increased 130% 

over 2015. Additionally, we implemented additional monitoring infrastructure and 

hardware in 2016 that improved the app’s on-track service reliability and greatly reduced 

service disruptions; 

• DMTC's presence and outreach through social channels continue to encourage and entice 

audiences to experience the famous seaside track. Our social audience grew 15% during 

the 2016 and reached nearly 126,000 through the end of the year. Facebook, still the 

largest audience, grew 6% to nearly 80,000 fans in 2016, while post impressions 

increased 45% to 3.4 million during the year. Twitter remains our second largest channel 

with 25,165 followers having grown 16% and garnered 3.9 million post impressions, up 

66% for the year. Instagram continues its strong growth, increasing 77% to 18,600 total 

followers in 2016. Turning our online audience into on-track attendees is a primary 

objective of our social community. Each post, video, image and conversation is focused 

on building awareness of all Del Mar offers both as a horse racing and 

entertainment venue;  
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• DMTC’s self-service wagering education program has resulted in significant self-service 

wagering activity and also has produced meaningful reductions in staff costs. On-track 

self-service wagering activity accounted for nearly 40% of all on-track wagers during the 

2016 summer race meet. Additionally, Del Mar’s automated money room tracking 

network system and high-speed currency counting and facing equipment have 

strengthened internal controls over currency and also produced staffing efficiencies. 

Programs such as the self-service wagering education and money room automation 

programs have enabled average daily mutuel department staffing reductions of over 40% 

and resulted in over $1 million in annual staff cost savings since their inception;     

• DMTC’s online ticketing system offers patrons a convenient and efficient ticket buying 

option by allowing them to quickly view all available seating options and choose their 

specific seats. The print-at-home feature and the mobile app e-ticket add to patron’s 

convenience and have reduced walk-up ticket office and Will Call wait time. Tickets 

purchased through the web-based online system and the mobile app accounted for over 

61% of 2016 ticket purchases;  

• Del Mar is among the marquee racetracks in North America and around the world that 

utilize Trakus, a real-time horse tracking system most widely known for its moving 

‘chicklets’ graphics shown during live race broadcasts. Trakus automates the collection 

of valuable handicapping metrics and instantaneously shows horse positioning, making it 

easier for viewers to follow the race and know exactly where horses are in a crowded 

field. As an early adopter of Trakus, Del Mar has consistently innovated and delivered 

enhanced production value to viewers across multiple media platforms – on-track 

television monitors, our paddock and infield HD video boards, outside television 

broadcasts, broadband Internet and mobile devices.  Information such as trip distance for 

each runner, individual fractional race times, average and peak speeds, and other statistics 

are displayed and available for handicappers for each horse in every race. Additionally, in 

2014 Trakus was licensed by the CHRB and currently serves as Del Mar’s official timing 

and recording system. Many of the most highly viewed races and world renowned 

racecourses have followed suit including the Breeders’ Cup, Kentucky Derby, Belmont 

Stakes, Saratoga and Keeneland domestically, while internationally they include the 

Dubai World Cup, Hong Kong International Races and Melbourne Cup. 

REVENUES 

Total revenues for the year ending December 31, 2016 equaled $37.7 million and they 

declined $3.7 million, or 8.9%, over the prior year amount. Del Mar’s 2016 racing calendar 

declined to 54 race days and included an eight week, 39-day summer race meeting and a four 

week, 15-day fall race meeting. The 2015 racing calendar totaled 60 race days and consisted of 

an eight week, 40-day summer race meeting and a five week, 20-day fall race meeting. Revenues 
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were 3.7% under budget primarily due to declines in average daily wagering (caused by the drop 

in field sizes and the ADW funding issue) as well as lower average daily attendance.  

Wagering Revenues: Wagering revenues comprise DMTC’s most significant source of 

revenue, accounting for 61.6% of total 2016 revenues. Wagering revenues declined $3.19 

million, or 12.1%, in 2016 primarily due to the six fewer race days, or 10%, in 2016. 

Additionally, wagering revenues were impacted by the lower field sizes and the funding issues 

that confronted our largest ADW provider during the summer race meet as well as both lower 

on-track attendance and large-player wagering. As noted above, wagering levels the last three 

weeks of the summer race meet rose to 4% over the comparable period in 2015 as field sizes 

recovered and the ADW funding issues were addressed.   

The key factor that drives total handle, as well as DMTC’s ability to expand its simulcast 

network and retain and attract large players, is the quality of Del Mar’s live racing program. This 

factor is determined by the number of horses competing in each race (i.e., field size) and the 

quality of the horse and jockey colonies. There is a direct correlation between the field size of a 

race and the amount wagered on the race. Patrons not only want to wager on good horses and top 

jockeys, but, in particular, simulcast, ADW and experienced on-track patrons also look for 

favorable wagering opportunities that exist in races with larger fields due to the increased 

number of betting interests. Large fields not only provide experienced handicappers with 

improved wagering opportunities, but also allow for an expanded exotic wagering format. Exotic 

wagers, in turn, result in higher purse distributions and track commissions. The wagering results 

of this summer’s race meet clearly demonstrate the importance of field size to wagering activity. 

As noted previously, field size was impacted the first five weeks of the summer race meet due to 

the shortage of horses available to race on the main dirt track due to the closure of the Santa 

Anita turf course and also due to the effects of the equine illness that affected our horse 

population. This decline in field size led to a nearly 5% decline in wagering the first five weeks 

of the 2016 summer race meet. However, as the inventory of horses that race on the dirt track 

rested and recovered and the effect of the equine illness passed, our field size improved to 8.7 

horses the final three weeks of the race meet and 9.4 horses the final week of the meet and, in 

turn, wagering rose to 4% over the final three weeks of the 2015 summer meet. This recovery of 

the horse population combined with the benefits of the Ship and Win program, our partnership 

with Barretts Sales and Racing and our attractive purse schedule relative to other tracks all 

contributed to result in Del Mar maintaining among the highest field size in the nation in 2016 

and provided the engine behind the recovery in wagering during the last three weeks of the 2016 

summer race meet.  

The quality of our racing product and record field sizes during the fall race meet produced 

strong wagering during the meet. Average field size increased 4.7% to 8.5 horses per race, our 

highest average field size in the three years of fall racing at Del Mar. When compared to like-

days in 2015 (i.e., days in which the 2015 Breeders’ Cup weekend simulcast wagering is 
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excluded) the fall race meet average daily handle was $10.18 million, an increase of 11.1% over 

2015. The meet generated strong growth in out-of-state average daily wagering, which was up 

16.3% and driven by large, computerized players excited about the racing product and wagering 

opportunities presented here. ADW grew 7.8% for California residents and 6.0% for out-of-state 

residents and reflected the anticipated continued improvement in ADW wagering that carried 

through from the end of the summer meet. ITW wagering grew 10.3%, primarily due to new 

mini-satellite facilities coming online this year as well as interest in wagering brought about by 

our large field sizes.  Average daily on-track per capita wagering rose 3.9%; however a 5.9% 

decline in average daily attendance resulted in a 2.9% decline in average daily on-track 

wagering. The fall attendance was impacted by heavy rains over the 2016 Thanksgiving 

weekend, which causing attendance to drop nearly 12,000 lower than traditional Thanksgiving 

weekend attendance. 

DMTC supplements live wagering opportunities by importing full race-cards from 

Saratoga in New York and Arlington Park outside of Chicago, in addition to adding races from 

Kentucky, New Jersey, Florida, Pennsylvania, Louisiana, Washington, Canada, Australia and 

Central and South America. Importing of races, however, is only intended to supplement, rather 

than replace, a strong live racing program which generates by far the most profitable form of 

wagering. 

On-track wagering revenues during the 2016 summer race meet were $730,000 under 

budget due to a decline of 11.7% in average daily on-track wagering. This decline was the result 

of lower on-track attendance along with a decrease in on-track per capita wagering. The decline 

in on-track per capita wagering was due to the lower field sizes early in the race meet and the 

decline in large-player wagering. Wagering by large players was down $1.48 million to $3.7 

million primarily because our two largest players did not attend the summer meet this year. On-

track per capita wagering was down nearly 12% early in the race meet due primarily to the lower 

field sizes and ended the meet down 5.0%, as per capita wagering rose the last three weeks of the 

meet when field sizes rose. The yield on summer on-track wagers declined 2 basis points to 

7.77% as the required deduction from wagering to support CHRB operations increased 2 basis 

points.  Fall race meet on-track wagering revenues were $130,000, or 13.5%, under budget due 

to the lower than expected attendance along with the impact of a September 2016 increase in the 

statutory deduction to fund stabling and vanning operations which resulted in a lower yield on 

fall race meet on-track import and Northern California wagers.     

Satellite wagering (“ITW”) commissions during the summer race meet were $20,000, or 

0.5%, under budget with the effects of the lower field sizes on ITW wagering having been offset 

by net gains in the ITW satellite network. Three new mini-satellite locations opened in Bonita 

and downtown San Diego in San Diego County, as well as Lake Elsinore in Riverside County 

prior to the 2016 summer race meet, while the Sycuan and Barona locations in San Diego 

County closed early in 2016. The average daily wagering at the Viejas ITW location in San 
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Diego County rose 66% in 2016 as this location gained customers and wagering due to the 

closures of the Sycuan and Barona locations. The expansion of the ITW network through mini-

satellites over the last three years has helped reverse several years of decline in ITW wagering as 

certain California off-track patrons moved to more convenient ADW wagering platforms. 

Moreover, two San Diego mini-satellites that recently opened within a 20-mile radius of Del Mar 

provide additional incremental revenue to the District when there is no live racing at Del Mar. 

The yield on ITW wagers declined 4 basis points to 4.72% due to a slight decline in the mix of 

higher yield exotic wagering along with the slight increase in the deduction from wagering to 

support CHRB operations. ITW wagering revenues during the fall race meet were $100,000, or 

7.0%, over budget due to the growth in average daily ITW wagering. This wagering growth was 

fueled by the expanded ITW network and the larger fall race meet field sizes.  

DMTC is a partner in SCOTWINC, which is the entity that administers the satellite 

network in Southern California. SCOTWINC receives simulcast revenues through a 2.5% fee on 

all wagers placed at satellite facilities as well as a 2.9% negotiated deduction from California 

ADW wagers. These simulcast revenues fund mutuel staff costs and other SCOTWINC 

simulcast-related expenses. As a partner in SCOTWINC, DMTC and the horsemen annually 

participate in 50% of the excess, or shortfall, of SCOTWINC simulcast revenues and expenses. 

The SCOTWINC operating surplus totaled $190,000 in 2016, a $60,000 decline from 2015 and 

$90,000 under budget. The summer race meet produced an $180,000 surplus but this amount was 

$120,000 below budget, due to the decline in summer ADW wagering noted above. The fall 

surplus was $30,000 over budget due to growth in fall ITW wagering.  

The ease and convenience of Internet wagering, together with extensive cable television 

coverage by TVG, our largest ADW partner, has made ADW wagering the strongest area of 

wagering growth since its introduction in 2002. This summer, we saw a significant impact to 

ADW wagering levels due to the customer account funding issues encountered by TVG. This 

situation, combined with the lower field sizes during the first half of our meet, negatively 

impacted our ADW handle and, as a result, California ADW wagering commissions were 

$340,000, or 12.5%, under budget and out-of-state ADW commissions were 7.1% under budget. 

As explained above, however, as the account funding challenge was addressed by TVG, and as 

our field sizes recovered, ADW wagering levels – which had been off by nearly 11% near the 

mid-point of the race meet – began to improve and finished down only 4.3% for the meet. This 

improving trend in ADW wagering continued after the close of our summer stand with both the 

September meet at Los Alamitos and fall meet at Santa Anita experiencing ADW wagering 

levels higher than prior-year levels. It is also noteworthy that ADW wagering levels during the 

first three days of our fall meet were higher than the comparable period in 2015. The yield on 

California ADW wagering (net of deductions to fund SCOTWINC and stabling and vanning 

operations) increased 11 basis points in 2016 due to an increase in our share of excess ADW 

location revenues which had been based on 2015 wagering levels. ADW fall race meet wagering 
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revenues were $40,000, or 3.7%, under budget as fall ADW wagering levels were modestly 

below projections. As noted above, average daily fall ADW wagering grew 7.8% for California 

residents and 6.0% for out-of-state residents and reflected the anticipated continued improvement 

in ADW wagering that carried through from the end of the summer meet. 

Average daily summer race meet out-of-state wagering increased 8.2% due to an 11.7% 

increase in wagering at traditional brick-and-mortar locations combined with a 3.5% decline in 

out-of-state ADW wagering. The growth in brick-and-mortar location wagering was due 

primarily to increased wagering by out-of-state players who employ sophisticated computer 

modeling programs to handicap races. These large computerized out-of-state players were 

attracted to the liquidity of Del Mar’s large pari-mutuel pools. Sophisticated players of this type 

have sharply increased their wagering levels since the installation of our new dirt racing surface 

prior to the 2015 summer race meet. Their wagering models were not used as extensively on 

Polytrack racing surfaces, which was Del Mar’s main track racing surface until 2015. The 

decline in average daily ADW wagering was primarily due to the ADW funding issue and the 

decline in average field sizes. The yield on out-of-state wagering declined 17 basis points to 

2.69% in 2016. This decline in yield was due to the strong growth lower-yielding computer-

based wagering, combined with the decline in more profitable out-of-state ADW wagering. 

Average daily fall race meet out-of-state wagering increased 16.1% as traditional brick-and-

mortar wagering grew 19.1% due to strong wagering by the out-of-state players who employ 

sophisticated computer modeling program. As noted, average daily ADW wagering by out-of-

state players ADW increased 6.0%. Out-of-state wagering revenues for 2016 were $70,000, or 

1.0%, over budget. The budgeted wagering revenue growth was lower than the growth in 

average daily out-of-state due to the lower yield on out-of-state wagers this year along with a 

$50,000 decline in the daily simulcast fee earned on Latin American separate pools wagers in 

2016.   

Breakage revenue is generated because California law mandates that posted mutuel payoffs 

must be rounded down from calculated payoffs, and this rounding difference (referred to as 

“breakage”) is divided between horsemen, the State of California and the track operator. For 

example, a calculated payoff of $2.19 is paid at a rate of $2.10 and the remaining $.09 per 

winning ticket creates breakage revenue. Minus pools occur when the track must contribute 

funds to a mutuel pool when a prohibitive betting favorite wins and the required minimum 

mutuel payments exceed the gross mutuel pool less the statutory takeout. Minus pool 

contributions are netted against breakage revenue. DMTC carefully reviews live-race programs 

and those races imported from Northern California to identify when a prohibitive favorite is 

scheduled to run in a race with a small field and a minus pool is likely to occur. In such an 

instance, DMTC petitions the CHRB for its approval to eliminate show wagering on any such 

race conducted in California. Net breakage revenue totaled $190,000 in 2016, which was 

$30,000 under budget and $40,000 lower than 2015 levels. The decline was due to an increase in 
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the amount of minus pools generated on races imported from out-of-state racetracks and also due 

to five less days of racing during 2016.     

Non-Wagering Revenues:  Non-wagering revenues totaled $14.63 million and accounted 

for nearly 39% of total revenues, the highest share of total revenues of all tracks in California 

and among the highest of any racetrack in North America.  Our non-wagering revenues consist 

of daily admissions, seating and parking, season suites and boxes, turf club memberships and 

suites, group sales, programs, novelty concessions and sponsorship revenues and these revenues 

help diversify our reliance of wagering revenues. Non-wagering revenues were $250,000 under 

budget due to lower average daily on-track attendance in 2016. 

Attendance related revenues, which include daily admissions, seating, parking and program 

sales, collectively were $330,000, or 3.2%, under budget during the summer race meet. A 

number of non-wagering revenue areas were above projections and helped offset the lower 

attendance-related revenues. Preseason sales were up over 4% at the start of the race meet and 

revenues from high-end group sales, turf club memberships and luxury suites, season boxes and 

restaurant admissions were all above projected levels. Additionally, the growth in high-end 

group business, luxury suite revenues and restaurant admissions helped drive the record F & B 

net revenues in 2016. Fall race meet attendance related revenues were $100,000, or 5.5%, under 

budget due to lower than expected attendance.   

Parking and program revenues were $230,000, or 10.2%, under budget in 2016 due to the 

decline in on-track attendance together with more patrons using our free bus service and the 

growing popularity of ride sharing services. More than one of every seven patrons arrived via the 

free bus service from the Amtrak/Coaster station during the summer race meet, which represents 

an 8% increase over the 2015 ridership levels. Additionally, we saw a sharp increase in the 

number of patrons using ride sharing services. Uber logged 19,457 trips to and from the 

racetrack this summer, a 77% increase over the 2015 summer race meet. Program sales were 

$10,000 under budget as off-track patrons continue to download the race entries from the 

Internet, thereby negatively impacting satellite program sales.  

Other operating revenues were $210,000, or 8.3%, over budgeted levels. As noted above, 

we have a long history of maintaining and growing our corporate partnerships due to our ability 

to provide and implement successful sponsorship marketing and co-branding programs. 

Sponsorship revenues were a record $2.26 million in 2016, 13% higher than the record set in 

2015. The current year revenues were $170,000 over budget as several existing multi-year 

sponsorship agreements were renewed with double-digit increases and we entered into new 

sponsorship agreements in the mobile and solar industries. Revenues from novelty concessions 

for the 2016 summer meet were $30,000, or 4.7%, under budget due primarily to the lower on-

track attendance in 2016.  
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EXPENSES 

 

Total expenses for the year ending December 31, 2016 totaled $35.4 million and were $2.0 

million over budget. Current year expenses were impacted by the write-off of the $2.3 million 

purse overpayment discussed below along with lower staff costs.  

Staff Costs: Staff costs consist of salaries and wages, benefits, workers’ compensation 

insurance and payroll taxes and comprise the largest single expense category, accounting for 

50.0% of 2016 pre-rent expenses. Staff costs were 55.9% of summer race meet total pre-rent 

expenses and 42.5% of fall race meet pre-rent expenses. The fall race meet has a lower 

percentage of staff to total costs because the existing year-round staff costs are allocated to the 

traditional summer race meet. Employment peaks at nearly 1,300 employees during the summer 

race meet with over 80% of the work force covered under eight separate collective bargaining 

agreements. Staff costs collectively for the year were $400,000, or 2.2%, under budget. Salaries, 

wages and payroll taxes combined were $80,000, or 0.5%, under budget because seasonal 

patron-service staffing levels were adjusted lower due to the decline in on-track attendance. 

Benefit costs were $380,000 under budget due to the lower seasonal staffing levels as well as 

savings in the 401k match and certain union benefit costs. The fourth quarter scheduled 401k 

employer match was partially eliminated following the results of the summer race meet. 

Additionally, we reached a favorable settlement on disputed levels of benefits for a classification 

of certain extremely short-term union employees, which lowered union benefit expenses. 

Workers’ compensation insurance costs were $60,000 over budget because workers’ 

compensation insurance premium rates were renewed at higher than expected rates. The 2016 

workers’ compensation insurance policy was renewed after we had submitted our 2016 budget.  

Advertising and Public Relations: Advertising and public relations costs totaled $4.56 

million in 2016 and these costs were $1.0 million lower than 2015 and were $50,000, or 1.2% 

under budget.  As reported in our 2016 budget filing, we lowered our overall 2016 marketing 

budget by over $900,000 to reflect the fewer race days in 2016 along with an increased 

marketing effort in cost effect social and digital marketing in 2016. The 2016 budget reductions 

focused on traditional general advertising areas such as television, outdoor and direct mail. The 

2016 budget maintained our marketing efforts for events such as concerts, craft beer and food 

festivals as well as other events that help drive profitable F & B revenues. We again directed 

approximately two-thirds of this year’s marketing expenditures for programs and events that 

drive F&B revenues. The summer marketing campaign was adjusted to add a special marketing 

campaign for California Chrome just prior to the summer race meet when it was announced the 

horse would race in our San Diego and TVG Pacific Classic stakes races. 

 

Insurance: Insurance expense was $60,000, or 8.9%, over budget due to our share of the 

cost of insuring a $1 million bonus offered to any horse that won this year’s Pacific Classic, 
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Santa Anita’s Awesome Again Stakes and the 2016 Breeders’ Cup Classic. As noted previously, 

this year’s TVG Pacific Classic attracted its strongest field ever.  We recorded the highest single-

day of wagering ever at Del Mar with over $25 million bet that day, and it started the strong 

upturn in wagering the final three weeks of the summer race meet. 

 

Seasonal Service Contracts, Equipment Rentals and Purse Overpayment Expense: Seasonal 

services and contract costs were $2.63 million over budget due to the $2.29 million write-off of a 

purse overpayment and because of various increases in seasonal costs. The cost of temporary 

seating rose as we changed vendors and enhanced the quality and durability of the temporary 

season boxes as well as seating for the group sales and Café del Sol restaurants. Transportation 

costs were higher than expected due to an increase in the use of off-site parking, which was 

brought about by the loss of on-site parking resulting from the recent settlement with the Coastal 

Commission. Ship and Win program net costs exceeded budget as a result of the California 

Marketing Committee reducing its funding for the program in 2016.  Local law enforcement 

reimbursement costs increased due to the addition of a post-race concert this year together with 

an increase in the officer daily reimbursement rate. 

 

As reported in our Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Operating Results for the 

ten-month period ending October 31, 2016 filed in November 2016, several factors, which are 

discussed below, resulted in the write-off of a $2.29 million overpayment of purses.   

  

Wagering revenues alone fund purses. While we successfully have diversified our revenue 

stream through a variety of non-wagering revenues, such as admissions, sponsorship and 

management services revenues, wagering revenues remain the only source available to fund 

purses. 

In 2013, the final year in which Del Mar offered just seven weeks of racing, purses grew to 

a record level. The record purses were fueled by strong average daily on-track and large player 

wagering, totaling $16.7 million, or 19%, of total on-track wagers, as well as growth in ADW 

wagering.  On-track wagering is by far the highest yielding wager when compared to the yields 

on ITW, ADW and out-of-state wagers. 

Hollywood Park’s closure led to at least two issues having a significant impact on purses. 

First, the ITW handle generated during the eight weeks of racing assumed by Los Alamitos is 

well below the levels that were seen when those eight weeks were run at Hollywood Park. 

SCOTWINC revenues, which are generated from the ITW handle, suffered as a result and, in 

order to offset the lower ITW handle, the industry has been forced to deduct a higher percentage 

from ADW wagers to fund SCOTWINC operations. Second, with the stabling shortage that 

resulted from the loss of stables at Hollywood Park, the industry also needed to increase 

deductions from ADW wagers to fund stabling and vanning operations. These deductions, which 
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represent an overall increase of 60% taken from ADW wagers since 2013, have reduced ADW 

revenues available to fund purses by $1.9 million over that same period.  

  Another principal factor that has negatively impacted purses has been lower on-track 

average daily wagering levels since 2013. Del Mar’s large-player wagering, for example, peaked 

at $16.7 million in 2013. Since then, it declined to $8.9 million in 2014, $5.2 million in 2015 and 

to $3.7 million in 2016. The negative cumulative impact on purses from this decline has been 

$1.0 million since 2013.  

Together, such factors led to a $2.1 million purse overpayment at the end of 2015. Our 

agreement with the TOC provides that purse overpayments are to be recovered from future 

purses, either through paying-out lower purses or obtaining additional purse revenues. Based on 

wagering trends through March of 2016, we worked with the TOC to develop a plan to recover a 

significant portion of the overpayment based on instituting a modest reduction in purses for 

2016. However, due to the unforeseen decline in ADW wagering this summer as well as the 

continued decline in our large-player, on-track wagering, the 2016 summer race meet failed to 

produce the excess purse revenues we expected.     

 

 We have determined that the purse overpayment, which totaled $2.29 million at the end of 

the 2016 fall race meet, cannot be corrected by further reducing purses. Current purse levels 

appear to be at the point where further reductions will negatively impact field sizes, which will 

cause a decline in wagering and less wagering revenues generated to fund purses. Moreover, 

further reduction of our purses may jeopardize an advantage we have over other tracks in 

attracting horses because, and even with the reductions we made this summer, our purses remain 

the highest in California and the Western U.S.  Consequently, the existing purse overpayment 

was written off in 2016.  

Various other expense categories: Repairs and maintenance costs were $30,000 over 

budget due to modifications made to the banking of the west turn and the addition of materials to 

the dirt race track following the summer race meet. Professional and banking services were 

$50,000 under budget due to the recovery of legal fees on a prior year matter and lower bank 

charges as a result of higher earnings credit on compensating balances due to the modest increase 

in short term rates. Supplies were $40,000 under budget due to lower than expected diesel fuel 

costs. Racing industry support costs were $60,000 under budget due to lower Thoroughbred 

Racing Association and National Thoroughbred Racing Association dues.   
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The foregoing represents our Management’s Discussion and Analysis of DMTC’s 

operations, revenues and expenses for the year ending December 31, 2016. This analysis was 

prepared based on our unaudited financial statements and it accompanies our fourth quarter 

budget report filed at the end of January 2017. The Additional Payment, currently projected to be 

$100,000, will be finalized and paid following the completion of our 2016 audited financial 

statements in late April 2017. 
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DEL MAR THOROUGHBRED CLUB
CALENDAR YEAR 2016 OPERATING BUDGET DETAIL REPORT

December 31, 2016

2016 2015        2016 / 2015 Combined Variance      2016 2016 / Budget Combined Variance

Combined Combined Variance Variance Combined Budget Variance Variance

(unaudited) y-t-d y-t-d % y-t-d y-t-d %

Revenues:
  Pari-mutuel commissions-on track $ 5,811,322 6,944,244 (1,132,922) 83.69% 6,672,707 (861,385) 87.09%
  Pari-mutuel commissions-account wagering 3,302,680 3,694,429 (391,749) 89.40% 3,680,449 (377,769) 89.74%
  Pari-mutuel commissions-off track 5,306,199 6,245,353 (939,154) 84.96% 5,225,057 81,142 101.55%
  Pari-mutuel commissions-out of state 7,880,796 8,342,954 (462,158) 94.46% 7,761,323 119,473 101.54%
  Simulcasting fees-uncommingled 554,068 714,415 (160,347) 77.56% 606,839 (52,771) 91.30%
  Intertrack wagering surplus fund 185,065 246,469 (61,404) 75.09% 275,000 (89,935) 67.30%
  Breakage, net 188,599 227,845 (39,246) 82.78% 215,634 (27,036) 87.46%
     Pari-mutuel commissions/ADW/Simulcast fees 23,228,729 26,415,709 (3,186,981) 87.94% 24,437,009 (1,208,281) 95.06%

  Admissions and reserved seats 9,287,045 9,731,493 (444,448) 95.43% 9,498,220 (211,174) 97.78%

  Program sales and parking receipts 2,014,362 2,357,661 (343,299) 85.44% 2,242,158 (227,796) 89.84%

  Merchandise concession revenues 512,863 563,814 (50,951) 90.96% 537,960 (25,097) 95.33%

  Interest income 60,691 60,387 304 100.50% 56,426 4,264 107.56%
  Other operating revenues 2,753,709 2,444,396 309,313 112.65% 2,542,751 210,958 108.30%
     Other operating revenues 2,814,400 2,504,783 309,616 112.36% 2,599,177 215,223 108.28%

37,857,399 41,573,460 (3,716,061) 91.06% 39,314,524 (1,457,125) 96.29%
  Less revenue attributable to charity days (131,198) (154,648) 23,450 84.84% (148,492) 17,294 88.35%

      Total Revenues 37,726,201 41,418,812 (3,692,611) 91.08% 39,166,032 (1,439,831) 96.32%

Expenses:
  Salaries - annual administration 3,034,121 3,049,490 (15,368) 99.50% 3,023,058 11,063 100.37%
  Salaries - annual maintenance 576,068 617,004 (40,936) 93.37% 660,442 (84,374) 87.22%
      Salaries - annual employees 3,610,189 3,666,493 (56,304) 98.46% 3,683,500 (73,311) 98.01%

  Salaries - seasonal employees 9,182,148 9,947,898 (765,749) 92.30% 9,145,737 36,412 100.40%

  Employee benefits 2,754,295 5,100,955 (2,346,660) 54.00% 3,136,906 (382,611) 87.80%
  Payroll taxes 1,364,318 1,430,605 (66,288) 95.37% 1,404,575 (40,258) 97.13%
     Employee benefits/payroll taxes 4,118,613 6,531,560 (2,412,947) 63.06% 4,541,482 (422,869) 90.69%

  Workers compensation insurance 812,302 810,036 2,266 100.28% 749,904 62,398 108.32%
  Insurance 802,297 697,122 105,175 115.09% 737,070 65,227 108.85%
     Insurance--liability and workers compensation 1,614,599 1,507,158 107,441 107.13% 1,486,974 127,625 108.58%

  Advertising and public relations 4,560,328 5,572,420 (1,012,092) 81.84% 4,613,793 (53,465) 98.84%
  Professional and banking services 410,361 480,727 (70,367) 85.36% 459,975 (49,615) 89.21%
  Utilities 1,031,090 1,099,459 (68,369) 93.78% 1,044,362 (13,271) 98.73%
  Repairs and maintenance 883,221 606,482 276,738 145.63% 855,343 27,877 103.26%
  Supplies 450,725 522,766 (72,041) 86.22% 496,348 (45,623) 90.81%
  Other operating expenses 161,914 186,825 (24,911) 86.67% 201,142 (39,229) 80.50%
  Printing 446,387 499,138 (52,751) 89.43% 473,720 (27,333) 94.23%
  Depreciation and amortization 568,131 564,015 4,116 100.73% 584,242 (16,111) 97.24%
  Cost of goods sold - gift shop 284,178 307,515 (23,337) 92.41% 285,315 (1,137) 99.60%
  Equipment leased and rented 53,703 54,586 (883) 98.38% 56,613 (2,910) 94.86%

  TRA dues and assessments 12,847 24,794 (11,947) 51.81% 42,743 (29,896) 30.06%
  Federation racing costs 53,207 97,306 (44,100) 54.68% 64,793 (11,586) 82.12%
  Racing industry support - NTRA 1,049,427 1,063,541 (14,113) 98.67% 1,065,918 (16,490) 98.45%
    Racing dues/assessments/support 1,115,481 1,185,641 (70,160) 94.08% 1,173,454 (57,973) 95.06%

  Other taxes and licenses 88,071 88,579 (508) 99.43% 80,982 7,089 108.75%

  Service contracts and equipment rentals 6,486,289 4,341,584 2,144,705 149.40% 3,853,210 2,633,079 168.33%
  Data processing 156,658 152,623 4,035 102.64% 151,094 5,564 103.68%
     Outside services 6,642,948 4,494,207 2,148,740 147.81% 4,004,304 2,638,644 165.90%

  Satellite program costs 86,339 109,881 (23,542) 78.57% 98,275 (11,936) 87.85%
  Trophies 78,274 76,961 1,313 101.71% 76,465 1,810 102.37%
  Interest 34,335 27,812 6,524 123.46% 22,164 12,171 154.92%
  Charitable support 2,150 1,100 1,050 195.45% 1,994 156 107.82%

    Total Expenses 35,423,184 37,531,224 (2,108,039) 94.38% 33,386,183 2,037,001 106.10%

Net Income from Operations 2,303,016 3,887,588 (1,584,572) 59.24% 5,779,849 (3,476,833) 39.85%

Income tax expense (68,016) (62,588) (5,428) 108.67% (80,849) 12,833 84.13%

Direct payment to the District (1,225,000) (1,225,000) 0 100.00% (1,225,000) 0 100.00%

  Payment to Race Track Leasing Commission $ 1,010,000 2,600,000 (1,590,000) 38.85% 4,474,000 (3,464,000) 22.57%

  Combined District and Race Track Leasing
     Commission Payment $ 2,235,000 3,825,000 (1,590,000) 58.43% 5,699,000 (3,464,000) 39.22%
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DEL MAR THOROUGHBRED CLUB
CALENDAR YEAR 2016 OPERATING BUDGET  REPORT

December 31, 2016

2016 2015        2016 / 2015 Combined Variance      2016 2016/Budget Combined Variance 

Combined Combined Variance Variance Budget Variance Variance

(unaudited) y-t-d y-t-d % y-t-d y-t-d %

Revenues:
  Pari-mutuel commissions/ADW/Simulcast fees $ 23,228,729 26,415,709 (3,186,981) 87.94% 24,437,009 (1,208,281) 95.06%
  Admissions and reserved seats 9,287,045 9,731,493 (444,448) 95.43% 9,498,220 (211,174) 97.78%
  Program sales and parking receipts 2,014,362 2,357,661 (343,299) 85.44% 2,242,158 (227,796) 89.84%
  Merchandise concession revenues 512,863 563,814 (50,951) 90.96% 537,960 (25,097) 95.33%
  Other operating revenues 2,814,400 2,504,783 309,616 112.36% 2,599,177 215,223 108.28%

37,857,399 41,573,460 (3,716,061) 91.06% 39,314,524 (1,457,125) 96.29%
  Less revenue attributable to charity days (131,198) (154,648) 23,450 84.84% (148,492) 17,294 88.35%

   TOTAL REVENUES 37,726,201 41,418,812 (3,692,611) 91.08% 39,166,032 (1,439,831) 96.32%

Expenses:
  Salaries - annual administration and maintenance 3,610,189 3,666,493 (56,304) 98.46% 3,683,500 (73,311) 98.01%
  Salaries - seasonal employees 9,182,148 9,947,898 (765,749) 92.30% 9,145,737 36,412 100.40%
  Employee benefits/payroll taxes 4,118,613 6,531,560 (2,412,947) 63.06% 4,541,482 (422,869) 90.69%
  Insurance--liability and workers compensation 1,614,599 1,507,158 107,441 107.13% 1,486,974 127,625 108.58%
  Advertising and public relations 4,560,328 5,572,420 (1,012,092) 81.84% 4,613,793 (53,465) 98.84%
  Professional and banking services 410,361 480,727 (70,367) 85.36% 459,975 (49,615) 89.21%
  Utilities 1,031,090 1,099,459 (68,369) 93.78% 1,044,362 (13,271) 98.73%
  Repairs and maintenance 883,221 606,482 276,738 145.63% 855,343 27,877 103.26%
  Supplies 450,725 522,766 (72,041) 86.22% 496,348 (45,623) 90.81%
  Other operating expenses 161,914 186,825 (24,911) 86.67% 201,142 (39,229) 80.50%
  Printing 446,387 499,138 (52,751) 89.43% 473,720 (27,333) 94.23%
  Depreciation and amortization 568,131 564,015 4,116 100.73% 584,242 (16,111) 97.24%
  Cost of goods sold - gift shop 284,178 307,515 (23,337) 92.41% 285,315 (1,137) 99.60%
  Equipment leased and rented 53,703 54,586 (883) 98.38% 56,613 (2,910) 94.86%
  Racing dues/assessments/support 1,115,481 1,185,641 (70,160) 94.08% 1,173,454 (57,973) 95.06%
  Other taxes and licenses 88,071 88,579 (508) 99.43% 80,982 7,089 108.75%
  Outside services 6,642,948 4,494,207 2,148,740 147.81% 4,004,304 2,638,644 165.90%
  Satellite program costs 86,339 109,881 (23,542) 78.57% 98,275 (11,936) 87.85%
  Trophies 78,274 76,961 1,313 101.71% 76,465 1,810 102.37%
  Interest 34,335 27,812 6,524 123.46% 22,164 12,171 154.92%
  Charitable support 2,150 1,100 1,050 195.45% 1,994 156 107.82%

   TOTAL EXPENSES 35,423,184 37,531,224 (2,108,039) 94.38% 33,386,183 2,037,001 106.10%

Net Income from Operations 2,303,016 3,887,588 (1,584,572) 59.24% 5,779,849 (3,476,833) 39.85%

Income taxes (68,016) (62,588) (5,428) 108.67% (80,849) 12,833 84.13%

Direct payment to the District (1,225,000) (1,225,000) 0 100.00% (1,225,000) 0 100.00%

  Payment to Race Track Leasing Commission $ 1,010,000 2,600,000 (1,590,000) 38.85% 4,474,000 (3,464,000) 22.57%

  Combined District and Race Track Leasing
     Commission Payment $ 2,235,000 3,825,000 (1,590,000) 58.43% 5,699,000 (3,464,000) 39.22%
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Approval of the Fifth Amendment to the Del Mar Race Track Operating 

Agreement 

 

 

At the March 14, 2017 meeting of the 22nd District Agricultural Association Board of 

Directors, staff requested Board approval of the Fifth Amendment to the Del Mar 

Race Track Operating agreement as outlined in the attached information. 

 

President Penniman explained the background and need for this amendment.  The 

Board of Directors subsequently approved the Fifth Amendment.  It is now being 

submitted to the Race Track Leasing Commission for consideration and approval. 
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M E M O R A N D U M  
 
 
 
 
TO: State Race Track Leasing Commission 
  
FROM: Del Mar Thoroughbred Club 
 
DATE: March 30, 2017 
 
RE: Fifth Amendment to the Del Mar Race Track Operating Agreement 
 

 
Del Mar Thoroughbred Club (“DMTC”) has requested an amendment to the Race Track Operating 
Agreement (the “Operating Agreement”) between the State Race Track Leasing Commission (the 
“Commission”) acting on behalf of the 22nd District Agricultural Association (the “District”) and DMTC. 
The proposed amendment relates to the requirement that DMTC maintain a “Net to Gross Ratio” of at or 
above 15% each year.  The District has the right to declare that DMTC is in default under the Operating 
Agreement if it fails to meet the 15% Net to Gross Ratio threshold in any two consecutive years.  The Net 
to Gross Ratio is defined in the Operating Agreement as “the ratio of Final Net Earnings to Gross 
Revenues.”   
 
DMTC has requested an amendment of the definition of the Net to Gross Ratio to mean “the ratio of 
Combined Racing Final Net Earnings to Gross Combined Revenues from Racing,” to allow for food and 
beverage net revenues that are generated by DMTC’s operation of the race meets at Del Mar to be 
included in the calculation of the ratio. 
 
The District voted to approve the amendment at its board meeting on March 14, 2017, and the 
Commission is being asked to vote to approve the Fifth Amendment to the Operating Agreement at this 
time. 
 
Overview 
Since the reconstruction of the Del Mar grandstand in 1993, DMTC has worked with the District and its 
Concessionaire to change its operations to maximize the net revenues generated from racing. Such net 
revenues now include net racing revenues generated by DMTC and significant food and beverage net 
revenues generated during the race meets.  Additionally, the landscape of horse racing in California 
changed considerably with the closure of Hollywood Park at the end of 2013. These events have resulted 
in three factors that have caused the Net to Gross Ratio as currently defined in the Operating Agreement 
to cease being a useful measure of revenues derived from, and expenses incurred in connection with, 
racing at Del Mar. The factors are:  
 

1. DMTC operations are currently designed to maximize food and beverage net revenue 

generated during the race meets;  

2. The closure of Hollywood Park at the end of 2013 resulted in the loss of 1,700 stalls 

used for the stabling and training of horses that support Southern California racing. 
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Del Mar was awarded fall race dates conditioned on a $1 million payment to an 

industry fund used to pay for new stalls to offset those that were lost. Also, since 2014, 

an additional $600,000 annually has been redirected from wagering revenues to fund 

stabling operations; and 

3. The award of the Breeders’ Cup World Championships will generate approximately $1 

million of additional revenues to the District and RTA and will provide nearly 

$75 million in economic benefit to the community. Yet, the event will adversely impact 

the Net to Gross Ratio.   

These factors are explained below.  And for a more complete discussion the factors that 
contribute not only to DMTC’s revenues, expense and rent payment, but also to the food and 
beverage net revenues generated during the summer and fall racing meets, please refer to the 
Del Mar Thoroughbred Club Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Operating Results for the 
Twelve-Month Periods Ending December 31, 2016 and 2015 included in your package.  
  
Maximizing Food and Beverage Net Revenues 
The concept of the Net to Gross Ratio began in 1989 when the Commission and DMTC entered into a 20-
year lease and it has carried forward in each of the operating agreements between the Commission and 
DMTC since then.  DMTC derives its revenue primarily from wagering generated during its race meets as 
well as through other sources, such as admission and seat sales, programs and parking, interest income 
and, prior to 1990, income from food and beverage concessions. Since 1990, the District has taken 
concession revenues directly through its agreement with its food service concessionaire, Premier Food 
Services.  In 1990, food and beverage net revenues were approximately $1.63 million.  That was before 
the reconstruction of the grandstand, the addition of restaurants, suites, and group areas, all of which 
have contributed to the ability to generate substantial growth in food and beverage revenues when racing 
is conducted at Del Mar. Food and beverage revenues from racing have grown tremendously since then 
and from 2014 through 2016 have averaged over $7.5 million annually, well above the norm for other 
racing venues in the industry and substantial part of why Del Mar ranks as one of the premiere 
entertainment venues in the Western United States.  
 
The Operating Agreement contains the requirement that DMTC use its best efforts in the operation of the 
business to maximize all payments to the District and Commission and to work with the District and the 
District’s food service operator to identify and analyze both revenue generating opportunities and cost 
savings and efficiencies for the purpose of enhancing the overall return from all operations.  (Operating 
Agreement, § 6.6.) 
 
Consistent with such obligations, DMTC works closely with the District and Premier Food Services to 
maximize the total contribution from racing to the District and Commission each year. DMTC commits and 
spends approximately 60% of its annual marketing budget to events that drive attendance and generate 
food and beverage net revenues to the District.  DMTC regularly schedules events and promotions that 
have event-related costs that exceed event-related revenue for DMTC and result in an event net loss for 
DMTC, but have a greater benefit to the food and beverage revenues realized by the District.  Examples 
of such events are the concerts, craft beer and food festivals and other such promotions that have become 
popular events at Del Mar and drive attendance to the Race Track. Additionally,    DMTC often provides 
free or deeply discounted admission and parking to groups during the fall race meet when unsold group 
areas are available in exchange for such groups purchasing significant food and beverage packages. 
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This is another example of events that result in costs to DMTC, but provide a greater food and beverage 
revenue contribution to the District. 
 
Because all food and beverage revenues flow directly to the District through its Concession Agreement 
with Premier Food Services, DMTC realizes none of the revenues for food and beverage sales during the 
race meets even though DMTC incurs substantial expenses related to them.  This causes DMTC’s expenses 
to increase with no corresponding increase in its revenues. Yet, there is an overall benefit to the District 
from such expenditures because food and beverage revenues are maximized. 
 
In 2016, DMTC’s operations generated combined race meet-related net revenues to the District in excess 
of $10.1 million, which included $2.2 million in net revenues from racing and $7.9 million in food and 
beverage net revenues that were generated during the race meets.  Since 1990, the contribution from 
racing at Del Mar has grown to $275 million.  And since 2014 the fall race meet has annually provided 
between $1.2 million and $1.5 million of facility rent and food and beverage net revenues to the District, 
while generating minimal net earnings for DMTC and rental payments to the District. 
 
In the Risk Factors section of the 2015 Del Mar Race Track Authority Revenue Bond discussion it was 
explained that the Net to Gross Ratio has been impacted by the addition of the Fall Race Meet beginning 
in 2014, including as a result of the $1 million required contribution that DMTC must make to the industry 
fund for stabling in Southern California and the $400,000 facility rental fee DMTC must make to the District 
under a prior amendment to the Operating Agreement. (See Del Mar Race Track Authority Revenue Bonds 
Series 2015 at p. 38, “Risk Factors”.)  Because DMTC seeks to generate significant combined Race Track 
Net Revenues as well as Concession Net Revenues in order to maximize net revenues realized by the 
District, “[w]ith the addition of the fall race meet in 2014, the increase in such expenses [has] had a 
negative effect on the Net to Gross Ratio for [DMTC], while at the same time translating into increased 
Concession Net Revenues directly to the District.”  (Id.) 
 
Impact of the Closure of Hollywood Park 
In 2011, when the current Operating Agreement went into effect, Del Mar held only one race meet each 
year – its summer race meet.  In 2014, the landscape of Thoroughbred racing in Southern California shifted 
dramatically as the result of the closure of Hollywood Park in Los Angeles at the end of 2013.  Hollywood 
Park accounted for 76 racing days, or 34% of all racing days in Southern California on an annual basis.  
Additionally, Hollywood Park maintained nearly 1,700 stalls, or almost half of the number of stalls needed 
on an annual basis to accommodate the Thoroughbred race horse inventory required to sustain a healthy 
racing circuit in Southern California. The closure of Hollywood Park required the industry to allocate racing 
dates to other race tracks, which included adding a second meet (the fall race meet) at Del Mar. 
 
The loss of Hollywood Park’s 1,700 stables required the stakeholders in the Southern California 
Thoroughbred racing industry to locate and secure funding for new stabling and training facilities. Along 
with operating the new fall race meet beginning in 2014, because Del Mar is not able to provide year 
round stabling facilities like Santa Anita and Los Alamitos, DMTC has been required to contribute to an 
industry fund designed to secure and maintain off-site stabling facilities.  DMTC’s contribution is made 
through a deduction from wagering revenues generated on Del Mar’s fall race meet that otherwise would 
have been included in DMTC net revenues, which is capped at $1 million annually. Additionally, since 
2014, as a result of the closure of Hollywood Park, the California racing industry has agreed to redirect 
funds from advanced deposit wagering and satellite wagering to fund stabling and vanning operations. 
DMTC’s share of these increased costs of stabling and vanning operations amounts to over $600,000 
annually. 
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The profound effects on the racing landscape in Southern California and at Del Mar as the result of 
Hollywood Park’s closure were not, and could not reasonably have been, forecasted by the Commission, 
the District or DMTC when they entered into the Operating Agreement. 
 
Award of the Breeders’ Cup World Championships in 2017 and Possible Future Awards 
The award of The Breeders’ Cup Championships to Del Mar in 2017 is a significant achievement for DMTC 
and the local community. The two-day event is projected to provide the District with nearly 
$1 million in facility “rental” payments, and food and beverage revenues and an estimated $75 million 
economic benefit to the San Diego region. However, the majority of the revenues from the event are 
retained by Breeders’ Cup Limited as a result of its commitment to provide purses (i.e., the prize money 
for owners, trainers and jockeys) totaling in excess of $27 million. Thus, although the Breeders’ Cup event 
will provide additional revenue to the District, it will negatively impact the Net to Gross Ratio achieved by 
DMTC. 
 
Conclusion 
In these circumstances, DMTC has requested an amendment to the manner in which the Net to Gross 
Ratio is defined in the Operating Agreement in order to more accurately reflect the contribution that 
DMTC’s operation of Thoroughbred racing at Del Mar makes to the overall revenues realized by District 
and the Commission and that support the repayment of the 2015 Bonds. 
 
The 2015 Revenue Bond discusses covenants to not amend or modify the Operating Agreement in a 
manner that would have the effect of reducing Race Track Net Revenues and not to amend, modify or 
alter the Concession Agreement with Premier Food Services in a manner that would have the effect of 
reducing the Concessions Net Revenues received by the District.  (2015 Revenue Bond, App’x. D, at pp. 
26-27.) These covenants refer to not amending the Concession Agreement or Operating Agreement in a 
manner that would reduce would reduce the Combined Race Meet Revenues (i.e., revenues from 
concessions and racing).  If the Net to Gross Ratio were to remain as currently set forth in the Operating 
Agreement, DMTC would have no choice but to reduce its operating, marketing and other expenditures 
relating to events that drive significant food and beverage revenues but are a net loss for DMTC.  While 
these actions would improve DMTC net revenues, DMTC believes these actions would have the 
unfortunate result of effectively reducing the Combined Net Revenues to the District (DMTC net revenues 
and food and beverage net revenues derived from racing). 
 
Based on the above, DMTC requests that the Fifth Amendment to the Operating Agreement be approved 
by the Commission.  A copy of the proposed Fifth Amendment is attached for your convenience. 
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